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Abstract

The modern age of commerce features extensive corporate competition and innovative
marketing strategies. It has increasingly become necessary for brands to utilize
multisensory marketing and branding strategies that create and maintain strong sensory
connections with consumers. This study addresses how multisensory marketing

techniques influence the consumer mindset and behavioral responses to sensory stimuli.
The investigation includes an in depth summary of the existing theoretical foundations of
multisensory marketing and established literature on the subject of sensory branding
strategy and design. The exploration answers a fundamental question: do sensory
branding techniques and environmental stimuli have a measurable effect upon the
consumer? Additionally, the text discusses the problem: how can sensory branding
strategies be designed and utilized to effectively and positively influence consumer
behavior?
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In a world of corporate competition and new product innovation, companies are

heightening efforts to connect to their consumers on a sensory level. In a highly
consumerist society, it is mandatory that brands adopt "out of the box" marketing
philosophies to affect consumers' perceptions, preferences, and attitudes. Sensory

branding, also referred to as multisensory marketing, is more important today than ever.
With fierce competition in nearly all sectors of commerce, the utilization of sensory-

based marketing and branding strategies is an essential tool for both businesses and
service firms of all sorts.

For the purpose of this study, a definition of "sensory branding" is fundamental.

In short, 'sensory branding' is the strategic use of sensory stimuli in building, designing,
and marketing a particular brand, product, or service with a particular focus on

outperforming competitors by closely connecting to consumers on a sensory level. The
name of a brand, the visuals associated with a product, even the basic sensory

atmospherics of a business or service environment are all examples of areas in which
sensory stimuli may be utilized to influence the potential behavior and choices of
consumers.

This chapter will serve as an introduction to the concepts of sensory branding
with a focus on how environmental sensory stimuli can be a powerful way for firms to
enhance connections with their consumers. In addition, the chapter will aid in creating a
basic understanding of the problem in question: how should firms choose, utilize, and
implement sensory branding strategies that elicit positive and powerful connections with
consumers? More over, how should business and service environments include sensory

stimuli in an effort to manipulate and alter the decision-making process and behavioral
responses of the consumer?

First, a brief overview of the consumer decision-making process provides readers

with an understanding of the most basic elements of consumer psychology as it pertains
to sensory branding. Second, examples of patronage influencing strategies provide
readers with a more in depth understanding of the decision-making process and the ways
in which it can be manipulated. Third, a more specific section dedicated to explaining

the premise of this study provides readers with an understanding of the organizational
framework of sensory branding.

The Decision-Making Process

The intended use of sensory stimuli in business and service environments has

immense implications for the conscious and subconscious mindset of the consumer. Both
parts of the brain are targets for sensory branding strategies and both play their own role
in the consumer's decision-making process. We can thus divide sensory cues into two
categories: foreground and background (or ambient). Such stimuli that the average
consumer can consciously observe and actively acknowledge is generally referred to as

'foreground' cues. As such, stimuli that affect the consumer on a subconscious and
subliminal level are described as 'background' or 'ambient' cues. Accordingly, there

exist two categories of consumer decision-making processes: conscious and
subconscious.

Interestingly, many of the side affects of sensory stimuli do not invoke conscious
consumer decision-making at all. In fact, it is estimated that the human subconscious is
more vulnerable to a sensory barrage. This is why modern sensory advertising strategies
aim to recall memories, create emotional attachments, and ease unsuspecting shoppers

into making decisions that benefit the firm, elicit future purchases, and promote brand
loyalty.

Because memories and emotion are an immense part of the subconscious, sensory

strategies that are able to manipulate the unaware consumer appear not only to rake in

higher sales, but also seem to retain loyal customers, keep brand perceptions positive, and
maintain longer browsing periods amongst patrons. Researchers have found that the use

of sensory stimuli in a business environment has an immense impact upon each of the
following patronage influencing factors: perceptual discrimination, emotion and memory,
attitudes and preferences, and allegiance and brand loyalty.

Perceptual Discrimination

Perceptual discrimination is best described as the act of choosing a specific
product or brand perceived by the consumer to be superior in quality than another.

"Perceptual discrimination is fundamental to rational choice in many product categories

yet rarely examined in consumer research."1 Additionally, human perception and
discrimination alike are both heavily influenced by both the consumer's conscious and
subconscious mindset, leaving it easily manipulated by any and all of the five senses.
Consequently, the consumer's decision-making process is rooted in the outcome

of the consumer's established perceptions. These established perceptions also include an

evaluation of perceived, or psychic, costs. Psychic costs are normally perceived on the
basis of prior knowledge, experiences, stereotypes, or brand attachment; yet the
environment consumers are positioned within also heavily influences their psychic cost

perceptions and evaluations. Simply put, when perceived value of a specific good or
service is high, so are the chances of any given consumer making a patronage decision
favorable to the corresponding firm providing the given good or service perceived.
Consequently, when perceived costs are high, so are the chances of a consumer willing to

pay more for a given product or service. This is why many brands work hard to give
their consumers a positive and engaging sensory experience to associate with brand,
products, and service alike.

Emotion and Memory

While perceptual discrimination is influenced by both conscious and unconscious

parts of the brain, emotions and memories are deeply affected and linked to the human
subconscious. Impressively, each one of the five senses is able to tap into the human
subconscious and directly stimulate, recall, and even create emotions and memories.
Often times, emotional connections with a particular brand elicit irrational behavioral

1 JoAndrea Hoegg, Joseph W. Alba. 2007. Taste Perception: More than Meets the Tongue.
Journal of Consumer Research 33, no. 4 (03): 490.

responses from consumers. "Over the past 100 years, a constant shift has taken place

between emotional-focused branding and rational-focused branding."2 Figure 1.3,
displayed below, illustrates the shift towards a more emotionally charged trend of
multisensory marketing.

FIGURE 1.3

20th CENTURY SHIFT IN BRANDING
TECHNIQUES
■

Rational
'Rational

Practical

Because thirty years of empirical research shows that human memory retrieval is

cue-dependent3, sensory branding strategies involve selecting sensory stimuli and
product- and brand-associated environmental cues to influence consumer memory

accordingly. Additionally, emotion and memory are symbiotically related to each other:
memories evoke emotion and emotional experiences are more likely to be memorable
than those that are not. The managerial implications for marketing are clear: develop a

sensory branding strategy that permits consumers to easily retrieve memories associated

2 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 170.
3 Carolyn Costley, Samar Das, and Merrie Brucks. 1997. Presentation Medium and Spontaneous
Imaging Effects on Consumer Memory. Journal of Consumer Psychology (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates)
6, no. 3 (06): 213.

with the brand and that elicit emotional bonds to the corresponding business and/or
service-provider.

Attitudes and Preferences

Consumer attitude and preference are vulnerable targets of a powerfully designed

sensory environment. The moods of consumers directly affect the manner in which they
think, process information, and feel about a certain brand or product at a given time. In
fact:

A study of consumer mood in clothing stores by Sherman and Smith (1987)
found that consumer moods had a positive relationship with store image,
number of items purchased, amount of money spent, unplanned purchases,
and more time spent in the store than planned. They recommended: "if

small capital investments are all that are necessary to positively affect
consumers' moods and their store image, ... (then) changing the store's
light level or playing music which would appeal to the clientele would be

well worth the effort4
By simply manipulating the moods and attitudes of consumers, firms gain an enormous

influence over the decision-making process of the consumer. Researchers have indicated
that certain stimuli are able to affect the moods and preferences of consumers, and as
such, these stimuli should be included in the consumer's immediate environment
accordingly. By successfully utilizing the effects of sensory stimuli and promoting

positive moods amongst customers, business and service firms alike should benefit from
higher sales, longer browsing periods, and a much more loyal consumer base.

4 Valerie Vaccaro, Veysel Yucetepe, Gladys Torres-Baumgarten, and Myung-Soo Lee. 2008. The

Relationship of Music-Retail Consistency and Atmospheric Lighting on Consumer Responses. Review of
Business Research 8, no. 5 (10): 216.

Allegiance and Brand Loyalty

Allegiance and brand loyalty can be simply described as the result of the effective
combination of the aforementioned patronage influencing factors. By successfully
creating a powerfully charged sensory and emotional relationship with the consumer, a

firm theoretically gains the interest of customers. Next, if the value and functionality of a
given good or service is perceived to be positive, and superior to others, than interest

turns to allegiance. Finally, if the firm is able to consistently nurture and sustain its
relations with consumers, allegiance develops into brand loyalty.

Brand loyalty is essential for firms in every stage of the business cycle, as it is
much more beneficial for a given firm to retain all of its current customers as opposed to
continually encountering new ones. A case study on Apple reveals that the cost-benefit
ratio of retaining loyal customers is much greater than seeking or subscribing new ones.

Nurturing existing relationships is much less costly and far easier to accomplish. For
example:

When Apple lowered the price of its iPhonefrom $599 to $399, the
company offered a $100 gift card to early adopters who'd bought the
device before the price cut... [As a consumer,] expect and demand
preferential treatment. The cost ofobtaining new customers is five times
that of keeping current ones, and companies can potentially earn 25
percent to 100 percent more profit by turning an ordinary customer into a

brand loyalist. Research suggests that people stay faithful to brands that

earn their affection and trust.5

The differences between preferences and emotional attachments of individual
customers can be vast, thus making it a hard topic to study and quantify. Furthermore,

5 Martin Lindstrom, 2009. YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT (But Do You know Why?). Men's
Health (10544836) 24, no. 10(12): 36-42.

those who are loyal to a specific brand have perceptions of why they may be dedicated,
but in all reality might not really know why.

Most of us think we know why we prefer one brand over another. But the
truth is, we don't. The majority of the time, our brains are on autopilot,
flooded with subconscious cultural biases rooted in our tradition and
upbringing. While we shop, our brains assert a powerful but hidden
influence over the choices we make and the products we ultimately buy.
The simple fact that consumers are often slaves to subconscious triggers renders them

helpless in the midst of sensory barrages. On the other hand, for entrepreneurs and

business executives, the knowledge of the human subconscious and the manner in which
stimuli can actively affect those of the consumer in business and service environments is
an infinitely valuable resource. Research in the fields of behavioral modification and
environmental psychology are at the core of understanding sensory branding and are
essential to the study of sensory stimuli as well.

Conclusion

The implications of multisensory cues are extensive and very hard to account for.
While many studies have been conducted to measure the connections between sensory

appeals, emotional connections, and consumer allegiance associated with a particular

brand or product, the full potential of the use of these cues has not been fully studied. In
fact, it is argued that store environment research in particular has not yet fully examined
key issues such as how different store environment cues and sensory stimuli together

Ibid.

shape consumers' merchandise value perceptions and how those perceptions, in turn,
influence patronage intentions.

The following chapters will provide readers with a general understanding of the
literature and theoretical background of sensory branding. Brief overviews of the
theoretical foundations of multisensory marketing will ease readers into a chapter

dedicated to discussing the methodological approach to collecting the data for this study.
In the final chapters, the reader will encounter an analysis of primary data, followed by a
final discussion and general conclusion to the study of sensory branding.

7 Julie Baker, A. Parasuraman, Dhruv Grewal, and Glenn B. Voss. 2002. The Influence of

Multiple Store Environment Cues on Perceived Merchandise Value and Patronage Intentions. The Journal
of Marketing 66, no. 2 (Apr.) : 120

CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The subject of sensory branding is a very theoretically rich field. The theoretical
studies conclude that the use of sensory stimuli does indeed possess the necessary

characteristics to alter the basic theories of the consumer. It is interesting, however, that
some business and economic theories do not acknowledge the full potential of

environmental stimuli. This chapter will serve as an introduction to the various theories
of environmental psychology and to consistency theory as they pertain to sensory

branding. Additionally, this chapter will provide insight as to how these theories impact
and alter the attitudes, preferences, behavior, and decision-making processes of the
consumer.

Consumer Theory

Basic microeconomic consumer theory is at the very center of sensory branding.
As such, successful sensory-based marketing strategies are aimed at altering consumer

theory in ways that benefit the firm. The theory of the consumer revolves around the
concept of utility maximization subject to particular constraints, such as budget, ability,

and quantity needed. Additionally, the theory states that all products purchased will be

10
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consumed, and that the consumer's utility level shall be maximized subject to his/her
personal abilities and preferences.

For the purpose of this study, attention will be paid predominantly to the

theoretical foundations of sensory branding that interact with the theorem of demand,
which states that consumption of a good or service falls when the price of a good rises.
This decrease in consumption is known as the Substitution Effect. When prices for a

good increase, consumers tend to substitute away from that particular good in search of
more affordable alternatives. While the theoretical foundation of the Substitution Effect
is a proven occurrence, the basic theories of sensory branding and environmental

psychology dictate that there are ways in which the surrounding environment and the
sensory cues within the environment are able to alter, or in extreme cases, even negate
the effect.

In other words, a successfully designed environment with synergized sensory

stimuli can alter the decision-making process of the consumer; the consumer will actually
act in ways inexplicable by the theorem of demand (e.g. pay more for a good given a
certain budget constraint and even reevaluate personal preferences). The following

section will shed light upon the field of environmental psychology and its most basic
principles.

Environmental Psychology: A Discussion of Theory

Environmental psychology is at the core of understanding human behavior,
including the decision-making process. It addresses how certain stimuli of a surrounding
physical environment can impact the attitudes, actions, and thoughts of human subjects.

12

As such, the pertinent studies of environmental psychology provide those interested in
the concepts of sensory branding with an abundance of theoretical notions and models to
support the claims that multisensory marketing strategies affect consumer behavior,
decision-making, and brand loyalty. The most basic principles of environmental
psychology simply state that:

The general effects ofstimuli on behavior must be considered before
changing environments to influence behavior can be discussed. Every
stimulus elicits a response; thus every behavior could be seen as a
response to some stimulus. This relationship is easily observed in the case
of certain almost reflexlike responses to various situations.

According to the fundamentals of environmental psychology, human beings react and
make decisions according to certain stimuli that they encounter within a given
environment. As such, it is theoretically possible to elicit any sought response from any
given person with the use of a proper stimuli in a specific environment.

To comprehend strategic implementation of atmospheric stimuli, one must first
understand the two central varieties of environmental stimuli.
There are unconditioned and conditioned stimuli. Unconditioned stimuli
are those that, in the absence of any learning, elicit a characteristic
response; for example, shock elicits pain. Conditioned stimuli, however,

are those that begin to elicit a particular response only after learning. The
kind of learning in question is called conditioning: if we repeatedly pair a
new stimulus with one that has in the past elicited a certain reaction from
a person, this new stimulus alone eventually begins to elicit the same
reaction.

Applying this knowledge to the case of the consumer opens up an enormous realm of
possibilities for firms who wish to manipulate the behavior and decisions of its
customers.

' Albert Mehrabian, 1978. Basic behavior modification. New York: Human Science Press. (56)

2 Ibid.
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Consumer conditioning comes in all different forms, whether it be the cultural
traditions in which the consumer was brought up to believe or the many advertising
messages directed at the average consumer multiple times each day. Television

commercials, for instance, are an incredibly powerful conditioning medium. In fact it is
estimated that "adults see more than 52,000 TV ads a year.... At that rate, an 18-year-old
will have seen more than 2.5 million commercials by the time he's 66."

As

environmental psychology theory suggests, such conditioning should lead to certain
intended responses to certain stimuli.

In 1974, Mehrabian and Russell came up with a theoretical model specifically for
studying the effects of the physical environment on human behavior. According to the
model:

...emotional states are posited as significant mediators between
environmental stimuli and people 's behavior. Applying the Mehrabian
and Russell model to a retail environment, Donnovan and Rossiter (1982)
showed that two dimensions ofaffect, namely pleasure and arousal, could
predict customer behavior in retail settings. The pleasure-displeasure
dimension reflects the degree, to which a person feels happy, joyful, good
or satisfied with the situation, whereas the arousal-nonarousal dimension
taps the degree to which a person feels alert, excited, stimulated or active

in the situation*
The above statement reveals the nature of the first comprehensive theoretical model of
customer behavior as it pertains to environmental psychology in a retail setting.

Additionally, the findings from the Donnovan and Rossiter (1982) study confirmed that:
...pleasant environments contributed to extra time [spent in a retail
environment] and unplanned shopping. [Later], the results from

5 Martin Lindstrom, 2009. YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT (But Do You know Why?). Men's
Health (10544836) 24, no. 10 (12) : 36-42.

4 Anna S. Mattila, Jochen Wirtz. 2001. Congruency of scent and music as a driver of in-store
evaluations and behavior. Journal of Retailing 11, no. 2 (0): 274.
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Wakefield and Baker's (1998) field study ofshopping malls indicate that
environmentalfactors (design, music, mall layout and decor) are
positively related to excitement and/or desire to stay at the mall.

The environmental psychology field, although having progressed substantially since the
Mehrabian and Russell model, still revolves around simple notions of pleasure and
arousal. Only in recent years has the field expanded its boundaries of study to include
analyses of the effects that multiple environmental stimuli have upon human behavior.
In the case of in-store environmental stimuli perception there exist three basic
interrelated theories regarding the manner in which consumers are influenced by the
business or service environment they find themselves a part of: Inference theory, schema
theory, and the theory of affordances. The following citation provides a summary of
these three theories and Figure 2.2 on the following page provides a visual representation
of the consumer's in-store environmental perception process:

Inference theory argues that people make judgements about the unkown
on the basis of information they receive from cues that are available to
them (Huber and McCann 1982; Nisbett and Ross 1980). Schemas are
cognitive structures of organized prior knowledge, abstractedfrom

experience, that guide inferences and predictions (Fiske 1982). They help
shape people's expectations in new or ambiguous contexts (Fiske and
Linville 1980). Similarly, the theory of affordances suggests that people
perceive their physical environment as a meaningful entity and that such a
perception conveys information directly to them (Gibson 1979). These
theories together imply that consumers attend to design, social, and
ambient environment cues when evaluating stores, because they believe
that these cues offer reliable information about product-related attributes
6
such as quality, price, and the overall shopping experience (Bitner 1992).

5 Ibid.
6 Julie Baker, A. Parasuraman, Dhruv Grewal, and Glenn B. Voss, "The Influence of Multiple
Store Environment Cues on Perceived Merchandise Value and Patronage Intentions." The Journal of
Marketing 66, no. 2 (Apr. 2002): 122.
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FIGURE 2.2'
MODEL OF THE PREPURCHASE PROCESS OF ASSESSING A RETAIL OUTLET
ON THE BASIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTIONS

Interpersonal
service quality
perceptions

Indicates a hypothesized structural path.

Indicates a correlational path, specified by
freeing off-diagonal parameters in the phi

Shopping Experience Costs

and psi matrices for exogenous and
endogenous variables, respectively.

As the above illustration depicts, design factors and ambient factors are two-thirds of the

business environment formula. While the majority of environmental psychology theories
are associated specifically with brick-and-mortar stores and products, technological
innovation and advancements in e-store design create abundant possibilities for the
extended application of these theories to online retailing environments.

Recent advancements in multisensory environmental design have consequently
paved the way for more recent theories, namely consistency theory. While the combined
effects of multiple environmental cues are much harder to understand, analyze, and
7 Ibid, 134.
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effectively quantify, recent research has begun to combine sensory stimuli in ways that
expand upon the fundamental theoretical foundations of environmental psychology.
Furthermore, environmental psychology "postulates that people respond to their

environments holistically. That is, though individual persons perceive discrete stimuli, it
is the total configuration of stimuli that determines their responses to the environment."
Consistency theory aims to answer the following question: how should multiple sensory

stimuli be configured in a way to have a greater effect upon the behavior of human
subject, or in this case, consumer? The following section is dedicated to discussing
consistency theory and its most fundamental principles.

Consistency Theory

According to environmental psychology theories, the consistent combination of
pleasure and arousal keeps consumers actively engaged within their immediate

environment. Consistency theory, also known as congruency theory, simply states that
all of the active stimuli in a business or service environment (whether ambient or

foreground) must be congruent and consistent with the various other aspects of the
business or service environment. Thus, sensory stimuli associated with products, brand
image, and consumer self-images must all be reflective of and congruent with each other
to be truly effective. The theory maintains that the use of "consistent stimuli create

similar product- or service-relevant beliefs"9 amongst consumers.

8 Anna S. Mattila, Jochen Wirtz, 2001. Congruency of scent and music as a driver of in-store
evaluations and behavior. Journal of Retailing 17, no. 2 (0) : 274-275.

9 Paula Fitzgerald Bone, and Karen Russo France. "Package Graphics and Consumer Product
Beliefs." Journal of Business and Psychology 15, no. 3 (Mar. 2001): 467-489.
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According to consistency theory, stimuli are not only to be consistent and
reflective of each other, but also must be consistent and reflective of the sphere within
which they have been implemented. For example, multisensory compatibility and
consistency amongst the stimuli in a business or service environment should typically
yield more positive behavioral responses from the consumer. Figure 2.3 below provides

an illustration of the benefits of consistency theory, using music and scent as examples of
possible combinations of congruent sensory stimuli.

FIGURE 2.3.

10

PLEASANT ATMOSPHERIC SCENT & MUSIC-RETAIL CONSISTENCY'S
IMPACT ON CONSUMER RESPONSES IN A RETAIL OR SERVICE
ENVIRONMENT

Retail or Service Environment:

Consumer Responses:
Greater Product Involvement

H1 More Pleasant Atmospheric Scent
H2 Higher Music-Retail Consistency

More Positive Store Image

More Positive Behavioral
Intentions
Greater Intended Time Spent

In addition to multisensory synergy, consistency theory also mandates that the
implementation of sensory stimuli in a given environment must be strategically focused
on eliciting behavioral responses from the target market of the business and/or service
environment within which they are configured. It has been postulated that:

10 Valerie L. Vaccaro, Veysel Yucetepe, Gladys Torres-Baumgarten, and Myung-Soo Lee. 2009.
The Impact of Atmospheric Scent and Music-Retail Consistency on Consumers in a Retail Or Service
Environment. Journal of International Business & Economics 9, no. 4 (10) : 189

18

...consistency between the store image and customers' self image may

strongly influence retail patronage. This matching process is called "self
congruity. " If instore music, [for example], contributes to consumer

perceptions ofstore image and matches with the consumer's self-concept^

then "Music-Retail Consistency" could be apart ofretail/self-congruity.'

n

Because beauty is in the eye of the beholder, some who may find one consistent
combination of sensory cues appealing and may not feel the same way for a separate

combination. "Retail stores with relatively narrow target markets might reap higher
benefits from environmental manipulations than stores aimed at multiple market
segments."12 This simple truth is what makes the strategic manipulation of sensory cues

a difficult and sometimes dangerous task, especially for businesses like supermarkets that
tend to provide to all different consumer markets.

Thus, consistency theory has many implications for firms that advertise and
conduct business internationally. McLuhan's sense ratio theory states that "each culture
prefers a certain arrangement of the five senses and [that] communication patterns unique

to that culture evolve from the weight accorded to each sense."13 This difference can also
be explained in a separate manner:

From the perspective of international consumer research, consumer
behavior in the marketplace is critically reflective ofpatterns ofpersistent

personality traits, described as national characteristics, that are found
among the populations of nations (Clark 1990; Roth 1995b); variation of

" Valerie Vaccaro, Veysel Yucetepe, Gladys Torres-Baumgarten, and Myung-Soo Lee. 2008. The
Relationship of Music-Retail Consistency and Atmospheric Lighting on Consumer Responses. Review of
Business Research 8, no. 5 (10) : 216.

12 Anna S. Mattila, Jochen Wirtz. 2001. Congruency of scent and music as a driver of in-store
evaluations and behavior. Journal of Retailing 77, no. 2 (0): 286.

13 Linda L. Golden, Keren A. Johnson. 1983. The Impact of Sensory Preference and Thinking
Versus Feeling Appeals on Advertising Effectiveness. Advances in Consumer Research 10, no. 1 (01):
203.
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consumers' behaviors that are driven by national characteristics may limit
14

the success of a marketer's global campaign.'

The incongruent cultural differences between foreign markets are considerably large
factors that nullify a significant portion of what consistency theory has to offer. In
summation, consistency theory dictates that the more specific the target market, the easier
it becomes to implement a congruent multisensory marketing strategy that complements
the self-image of consumers and brand alike.

Conclusion

Combining the theoretical foundations of multisensory marketing and
environmental psychology reveal an abundance of strategic possibilities with regard to
influencing consumer behavioral responses to brands, products, and business or service
environments. While the majority of the theoretical background corresponds to in-store

environmental design, many of the same theories can be applied to brand imaging efforts
and product design.

If we focus on these findings and direct them towards understanding efficient instore environmental design, we can deduce the following:
The significant and consistent influence of design cues on shopping
experience costs, especially psychic costs, underscores the need for
retailers to give careful consideration to store design features (e.g., store
layout, arrangement of merchandise). These features have great potential
to influence would-be shoppers' psychic costs and therefore their
shopping experience and store patronage behavior.

14 Ming H. Hsieh, 2002. Identifying Brand Image Dimensionality and Measuring the Degree of
Brand Globalization: A Cross-National Study. Journal of International Marketing 10, no. 2, Special Issue
on Global Branding: 49.

15 Julie Baker, A. Parasuraman, Dhruv Grewal, and Glenn B. Voss. "The Influence of Multiple
Store Environment Cues on Perceived Merchandise Value and Patronage Intentions." The Journal of
Marketing 66, no. 2 (Apr. 2002): 138.
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Thus, the managerial implications of sensory branding theories are powerful and
extensive. Continuing research in the fields of consumer psychology and environmental
psychology consistently prove the beneficial effects of powerfully designed sensory
experiences in business and service environments.

CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The massive amount of literature on the subject of sensory branding suggests that
the correct implementation of a multisensory cued business environment has many

impacts upon the consumer that may lead to favorable changes in the decision-making
process. Traditionally, this decision-making process is defined as "the task of

distinguishing one option as superior to others in overall value."1 To clarify, not all of
these favorable changes have to do with patronage, in fact, even if the decision made
does not involve an immediate purchase, a powerful sensory strategy should trigger
future consumption or a reevaluation of the decision to purchase at a later time.

At the forefront of the sensory branding literature is the BrandSense study. Based
on the largest study ever conducted on how the five senses interact with consumers and
affect brand name recognition and creation, BrandSense is a written collaboration

between business and branding legend Martin Lindstrom and the renowned international
business research institution Millward Brown. The study conducted sensory branding
research in the form of focus groups, business analytics, and surveys in over a dozen
countries. This collaboration has managed to quantify the effects of each sense in terms
of their importance with regard to sensory branding effectiveness.
1 JoAndrea Hoegg, Joseph W. Alba. 2007. Taste Perception: More than Meets the Tongue.
Journal of Consumer Research 33, no. 4 (03) : 490.
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This chapter provides insight to the literature of sensory branding, with specific
sections dedicated to each of the five senses and their individual roles in influencing the
mindset of the consumer. Additionally, this chapter discusses and explains the research

regarding the various traits of the human senses while providing examples of how each
can actively alter consumer-firm relations and consumer intent. Lastly, this chapter

discusses the essence of the many studies of environmental and sensory atmospherics of
retail stores; moreover, their effects upon the consumer.

Sight - Sensory Importance: 58%2
Visual imagery is undoubtedly the most common sensory marketing tool used

today. "Sight is the most seductive sense of all. It often overrules the other senses, and

has the power to persuade against all logic."3 Visual representations of brands affect
consumers' perceptions and often persuade a potential buyer to act on feeling rather than
rationality. In fact, researchers from the international BrandSense study found that sight
was the number one sense associated with emotion and brand awareness.

Due to the complexity of the eye itself, the use of visual stimuli is the easiest way
for brands to catch the attention of a consumer: "The efficiency and completeness of your
eyes and brain is unparalleled in comparison with any piece of apparatus or

instrumentation ever invented."5 This is why images have the power to produce and

2 Martin Lindstrom, BrandSense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 69.

3 Ibid, 18.
4 Ibid, 69.
5 Diane M. Szaflarski, "How We See: The First Steps of Human Vision,"
http://vvww.accessexcellence.org/AE/AEC/CC/vision background.php.
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affect the attitudes of consumers by their simple presence—in the absence of either

information about attributes or the formation of beliefs.6 One study of consumer attitude
formation conducted by Mitchell and Olson in 1981 states that "images affect consumers
via emotion or sensation rather than through a coded, conventional system."

The case of Coca-Cola is a wonderful example of how the visuals associated with

a product can easily boost a brand's ability to be recognized, sought out, and marketed.
The Coca-Cola brand is represented by a very basic, yet powerful insignia: a clear blend
of white and red; however the two colors play a larger role than the average consumer

realizes. Not many people know that "Santa Claus traditionally wore green until Coca-

Cola began promoting him heavily in the 1950s."8 Now Santa Claus wears the colors of
Coke across the western world. This ingenious strategy has cleverly linked Christmas
sentiment and holiday cheer to an otherwise ordinary cola beverage. While taste tests

consistently reveal that there do in fact exist close gustatory rivals, no other cola brand
has accomplished what Coca-Cola has in terms of exposure, brand loyalty, and influence.

Smell - Sensory Importance: 45%9
An essential element of sensory branding is its ability to infiltrate the mindset of

the consumer and access human emotion. Of all our five senses, smell is thought to be
the most closely linked to emotion because the brain's olfactory bulb fast tracks signals to

6 Linda M. Scott, Patrick Vargas. 2007. Writing with Pictures: Toward a Unifying Theory of
Consumer Response to Images. The Journal of Consumer Research 34, no. 3 (Oct.): 344.

7 Ibid, 344.
8 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 20.

9 Ibid, 69.
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the limbic system, which links emotion to memories.10 This gives smell the unique
characteristic of fully interacting with the human subconscious.

The majority of the olfaction literature indicates that scent can be used as a

conditioning stimulus and that olfactory memory lasts longer than visual memory." In
addition, it appears that scientific research has consistently concluded that the sense of
smell is much more accurate and sensitive with females than with males. This has vast
implications for target marketing involving the use of olfactory cues.

Smell is the second most powerful sense for emotional connection and is a

powerful tool; yet Fortune 1000 brands concentrate almost all of their marketing dollars
on what we see and hear.12 It is arguable, however, that this number may not reflect the
actual truth. Some research suggests that many companies keep their scent marketing
efforts secret in an attempt to allow the association between scent and brand to form

subconsciously; many businesses refuse to acknowledge their use of fragrance for fear of
destroying the effect.13 This creates a rigid boundary for research to be collected on
many of the firms who use subtle fragrances, especially for us olfactory-challenged men.
These cues might be undetectable by the conscious mind of a researcher while still
having a grand effect on the subconscious of the average consumer.

To fully understand the power that scents have on the consumer, it is important to

understand how olfactory interactions affect consumption, especially in retail
10 Bijal Trivedi, 2006. The hard smell. New Scientist 192, no. 2582 (12/16): 36.
11 Charles S. Gulas, Peter H. Bloch. 1995. Right Under our Noses: Ambient Scent and Consumer
Responses. Journal of Business & Psychology 10, no. 1 (Fall95): 87.

12 Martin Lindstrom, (2005). Follow your nose to marketing evolution. Advertising Age, 7(5(21),
136.

13 Bijal Trivedi, 2006. The hard smell. New Scientist 192, no. 2582 (12/16): 38.
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environments. According to a recent study, scent is relevant to consumption in two ways.
The first links evaluation of a product or brand directly with the corresponding smell, as

one does while browsing scented products. The second, and perhaps more powerful,
relates the overall ambient scent of an environment to every product or brand within that
specific environment.

Additionally, we can categorize olfactory stimuli in two separate groups with

differing purposes and effects: ambient and foreground. Ambient scent is utilized with
the purpose of keeping the consumer comfortable, as it has been found that the more
comfortable the consumer feels directly affects how long the shopper peruses product
lines and can influence how much the shopper decides to purchase. In a recently
conducted study by Dr. Eric Spangenburg, a consumer psychologist and dean of the
College of Business at Washington State University, researchers found that when "gender
specific scents were diffused into a local clothing store, clothing sales doubled for the

respective sexes."15 Similarly, a separate "recent study reported that when a pleasant
scent was introduced to one section of a casino, slot machine gambling significantly
increased compared with non-scented periods in the same area."

Unfortunately, properly utilizing the power of ambient fragrance is not as simple
as one would think. Because business and service environments need to be
multidimensional in sensory cues, it becomes increasingly strategic to find and match the

proper scents that balance and promote synergy across the sensory board. For example,

14 Charles S. Gulas, Peter H. Bloch. 1995. Right Under our Noses: Ambient Scent and Consumer
Responses. Journal of Business & Psychology 10, no. 1 (Fall95): 87.

15 Bijal Trivedi, 2006. The hard smell. New Scientist 192, no. 2582 (12/16): 38.

''Charles S. Gulas, Peter H. Bloch. 1995. Right Under our Noses: Ambient Scent and Consumer
Responses. Journal of Business & Psychology]0, no. l (Fall95): 87.
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floral scents are widely considered to be pleasant and calming in nature. However

blending floral ambience with other consumer cues becomes inappropriate and

ineffective in an automotive shop for instance. Choosing the correct smell to correspond
with a product, specific brand, or business environment can be a dangerous task, as

choosing incorrectly can lead to catastrophic patronage repercussions as a result of
sensory incongruence. In sum, scent branding has the ability to alter product value
perception, behavioral responses, consumer moods, and approach-avoidance reactions.
Figure 3.2 on the following page depicts the ambient scent and consumer interactive
process as proposed by the Journal of Business and Psychology:
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FIGURE 3.2
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PROPOSED MODEL OF THE INFLUENCE OF AMBIENT
SCENT ON CONSUMER RESPONSES
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Consequently, foreground scent has been observed to elicit different effects upon

the consumer. As humans, we have learned to consciously associate certain scents with
certain events, memories, and feelings. The use of foreground scents is an attempt to
consciously make the consumer aware of a product's inherent value and purpose. As

such, foreground olfaction can deliberately convey specific messages, not to the
subconscious, but instead to the conscious and aware parts of the human brain.
Olfactory cues have historically played a large role in many advertising

gimmicks. 'New Car Smell,' one of the most widely recognized foreground smells in the
17 Charles S. Gulas, Peter H. Bloch. 1995. Right Under our Noses: Ambient Scent and Consumer
Responses. Journal of Business & Psychology 10, no. 1 (Fall95): 90.
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world, is actually an internationally utilized multisensory marketing strategy. In fact, the
smell is not a reflection of the freshness of the recently manufactured car interior, but
"comes in an aerosol container that is sprayed into the cabin of the car as it leaves the

factory floor."18 We are brought up to interpret this foreground scent as a reflection of
the 'newness' and inherent value of a vehicle and we continue to consciously do so.
Smell is the last frontier for sensory branding efforts, and businesses all over the
world are just now "sniffing the opportunity" to build stronger brands utilizing the sense
of smell. The extensive implications for olfactory cues in this modern realm of corporate

competition are literally right under our noses. While the literature concludes that studies
pertaining to smell and consumer responses are new and short in supply, we can expect to
see enormous advances in both research and utilization relating to the subject of olfactory
branding in the very near future.

Sound - Sensory Importance: 41%19
Auditory stimuli are constantly surrounding the modern day consumer in nearly
all business and service environments. Music is without a doubt the most commonly

utilized form of auditory stimuli, and is found in all sorts of business environments and
advertising mediums to affect the consumer's mood and decision-making process.
Atmospheric (e.g. ambient) music has been shown to influence consumers
in numerous ways in both retail and service environments such as: time •
spent, perceived waiting time, perceived event duration, product choice,
desire to affiliate in buyer-seller transactions, perceptions ofsalespeople,
evaluation ofservice encounters including perceived time/effort costs,

18 Martin Lindstrom, (2005). Follow your nose to marketing evolution. Advertising Age, 7(5(21),
136.

19 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Seme (New York: Free Press, 2005), 69.
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psychic costs, perceived monetary prices, perceived product and service
quality, waiting and perceptions oftime, and sales.
Additionally,

...a recent survey by the Gallup Organization [revealed that] 91% of the
retail customers said [that] music had an effect on their behavior while
shopping, 70% ofstore managers thought music made their shoppers feel
more relaxed and spend more time in the store, 86% ofall customers said
music added to the atmosphere ofa store, and 33% said music influenced

their decision to purchase.21

In a consumer study in Great Britain, researchers conducted an auditory-based
experiment that sought to link music genre with product choice. In a wine & liquor
section of a Great Britain supermarket, researchers observed if the type of foreign music
playing near the wine display had any bearing on consumers' selection of a foreign wine
corresponding to the music. Researchers observed the following results provided by
Table 3.3 on the following page.

20 Valerie Vaccaro, Veysel Yucetepe, Gladys Torres-Baumgarten, and Myung-Soo Lee. 2008. The

Relationship of Music-Retail Consistency and Atmospheric Lighting on Consumer Responses. Review of
Business Research 8, no. 5 (10): 214.

21 Chad Rubel,1996. Marketing with music, (cover story). Marketing News 30, no. 17 (08/12) : 121.
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TABLE 3.322
WINE CHOICE AND MUSIC: BOTTLES SOLD UNDER
CHANGING MUSICAL CONDITIONS
Booiei sold

French music

French wine

German wine

*M)

8

German music

•-
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The results indicate that music influenced customers' product selection.
French music led to higher sales ofFrench than German wine, and
German music led to higher sales of German wine. This finding has both
theoretical and practical implications. From a theoretical perspective, the
finding is consistent with the notion that music can prime related
knowledge and the selection of certain products if they fit with that
knowledge.

In addition to employing the use of foreground and ambient music within retail
environments, marketing strategists are constantly taking advantage of other modern

auditory innovations and advancements in sound creation. Jingles and catchy sound
effects are at the forefront of auditory stimuli aimed at influencing the consumer's

decision-making process, and consumer perceptions of a brand or product are easily
influenced with the use of such stimuli.

Television commercials are the perfect example of the aforementioned jingle

strategies; because of time constraints and messaging regulations, television commercial
marketing has to be designed to convey as much information through audio-visual cues
and emotional stimulation as possible within a short amount of time. However,

companies must be careful when choosing their ear-filling messages, as choosing

22 Adrian C. North, David J. Hargreaves, and Jennifer McKendrick. 1999. The influence of instore music on wine selections. Journal ofApplied Psychology' 84, no. 2 (04) : 274.

23 Ibid.
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incorrectly may lead to decreases in business and a loss in potential customers turned
annoyed listeners.

The same care should also be applied to choosing the name of a venture as well,
as the core elements of sound branding begin with the name of a brand. Researchers
conclude that the desirability of a brand name can be judged along two dimensions: (1)

the inherent ease with which the name can be encoded into, retained in, and retrieved
from memory, and (2) the extent to which the name supports or enhances the strategic

positioning of the product.24
Foreign branding, "the strategy of spelling or pronouncing a brand name in a
foreign language, is a leader in auditory branding strategies and triggers cultural

stereotypes and influences product perceptions and attitudes."25 For example, studies
conclude that French branded companies, such as L'Oreal, Evian, and Louis Vuitton
convey a strong cultural element that influences consumers' perception of a product's
hedonism under conditions of both indirect and direct experience with the product

itself.26
Nokia and Intel are among the best examples of some brands that promote

themselves through sound. Nokia's trademarked 'Nokia Tune' is the most widely
recognized mobile phone ring in the World. The BrandSense study concludes 41% of the

questioned consumers across the world could tie the tune to the Nokia brand. Similarly,

the Intel Inside jingle is arguably the World's most recognizable (closely rivaling that of
24
France Leclerc, Bernd H. Schmitt, and Laurette Dube. 1994. Foreign Branding and Its Effects
on Product Perceptions and Attitudes. Journal of Marketing Research 31, no. 2, Special Issue on Brand

Management (May): 263.

25 Ibid, 263.
26 Ibid, 269.
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the Windows start-up melody). Research shows that the Intel jingle, also known as the
wave, is as distinct and memorable as the Intel logo; in many cases people remember the

wave better than the logo.27

Taste - Sensory Importance: 31%

Taste is unique in the sense that it is easily persuaded by the other four senses and
becomes incredibly hard to study when the other sensory influences are introduced.
Changes in consumers' perceptions of a food or beverage are closely related and

consequently affected by the package designs of the product, the manner in which it is
presented or served, and the price level of the substance. Perceptual discrimination
becomes an increasingly influential factor when taste is paired with a combination of
other sensory stimuli.

Within the food and beverage industry, recent publications show a rise in the

sampling of ethnic and exotic foods. Companies that can offer the consumer peace of
mind through the use of organic products while still producing excellent flavor are at the
top of the food chain, so to speak. Current flavor trends are reflective of the increasing
exposure to new regions and cultures, so much so that 41% of European and U.S.

consumers have tried food with new and exotic flavor in the last twelve months (as of

2008).29

27 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 22.

28 Ibid.
29 Flavor trends are evolving as consumer demands become more complex. 2008. MarketWatch:
Food!,no. 1 (01): 13.
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Additionally, traditional taste tests reveal that the average beverage and food
consumers are not able to detect JND (Just-Noticeable Differences) between similar
products. For example, many wine taste tests reveal just how inept and inaccurate our

gustatory palettes can be. Without a known price or notoriety level associated with a
particular wine, the average consumer's gustatory palette (excluding the connoisseur)
becomes almost useless in identifying the quality of the beverage.

Apart from firms of the food and beverage industry, taste is a difficult sense for
many products to incorporate into their branding strategy. Although about 16% of the
Fortune 1000 companies could incorporate taste into their brand platform, many don't

even give it a cursory glance.30 Colgate, however is one of the major exceptions who has
actually managed to patent its signature taste and recently apply it to many of its
products, not just toothpaste.

Touch - Sensory Importance: 25%31
Although rated fifth according to the BrandSense study in terms of sensory

importance, the feel of a brand nonetheless still has a large role in consumer decisionmaking. In fact:

Your hands are a liability that marketers and retailers are all too happy to
leverage. In a 2008 study at Ohio State University, researchers found that
ifpeople spent 30 seconds touching an object instead ofjust 10, they were
willing to pay more for it than they otherwise would have. Touch, it
appears, causes us to begin to form an attachment in less than a minute.

30 Martin Lindstrom, BrandSense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 30.

31 Ibid.
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This is why manufacturers spend much of their development time working

on how products feel, not just on how they work3

One great way for brands to advertise on a tactile level is by allowing the consumer to

sample or 'test' the product, as is extremely common in the cosmetic industry. Testing
allows the consumer to build preferences by directly comparing the feel of competing
products. Today, materials and engineering designers recognize touch as an important

part of culture and life-style and are working hard to identify the materials relevant to
these important factors.33 Recently, the hotel industry has been capitalizing on sensory
branding techniques. In addition to pumping signature scents throughout the premises,
Radisson Hotels and Resorts has recently begun advertising a customized tactile

experience allowing the guest to choose the feel and firmness of the guest-room beds.
It is said that you don't truly appreciate something until its gone, then you miss it
dramatically. While Coca-Cola has made numerous advancements in the brand's visual
appearance over the years, it has also steadily downgraded its tactile design.
Over the years, Coca-Cola has seen an erosion in the distinct
characteristics that were once uniquely associated with their brand...
When the Coca-Cola glass bottle was introduced with its distinct shape,
size, and weight, it became an instant icon. As the company embraced
new technology and adopted plastic bottles and aluminum cans, the tactile
sensations that were so strongly associated with their product steadily
eroded. A blindfolded man could [no longer] tell if he was holding a coke
or any other brand ofsoda.

32 Martin Lindstrom, 2009. YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT (But Do You know Why?). Men's
Health (10544836) 24, no. 10 (12): 36-42.

33 X. Chen, C. J. Barnes, T. H. C. Childs, B. Henson, and F. Shao. 2009, Materials' tactile testing
and characterisation for consumer products' affective packaging design. Materials & Design 30, no. 10
(12): 429

34 Mike Beime, 2006. Beds of Beauty, Flights of Fancy. Brandweek 47, no. 25 (06/19): 63.
35 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 89.
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While some may insist that the Coca-Cola bottle downgrade was a matter of fiscal
responsibility and smart business strategy by cutting down on packaging expenses,

sensory branding enthusiasts maintain that the loss of the tactile association the classic
glass bottle is a large step away from sensory branding efficiency. As such, the
downgrade may have resulted in a sharp decline in the number of Coca-Cola brand
loyalists who may have previously bonded strongly with the original bottle design.

Conclusion

Taken together, the literature on environmental stimuli and sensory branding
suggests: "the interaction of sensory preference and product stimuli appear to be the most

important influences upon advertising effectiveness."36 Proper symbiosis and
congruency amongst all sensory cues in a business or service environment result in an
extremely strong relationship with customers and browsers alike. Furthermore, research
indicates that the successful implementation of multiple sensory touch points associated
with a particular brand can have an immense impact upon consumer perceptions of value.

Creating a healthy and strong customer-firm relationship while continually
nurturing sensory and emotional bonds is most definitely a promising business strategy.

According to the literature, for a modern brand to come out on top in a realm of
competition it must use multisensory strategies and seek to go beyond delivering
promises of functionality and value to evoking significant personal identification and
emotional connections with products through the majesty of sensory stimulation.

36 Linda L. Golden, Keren A. Johnson. 1983. The Impact of Sensory Preference and Thinking
Versus Feeling Appeals on Advertising Effectiveness. Advances in Consumer Research 10, no. 1 (01):
203.

CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

For the purposes of this study, an explanation of the methodological approach to

collecting primary data is essential. This chapter provides readers with an introduction to
the proposed methods of data collection for this study. Further, an explanation of the two

proposed studies provides readers with a comprehensive foundation for understanding the
data analysis in the next chapter. Additionally, the chapter discusses how the proposed
studies are relevant to the subject of sensory branding.

In order to successfully execute the relevant data collection for this thesis, it was
necessary to design and develop two separate controlled-environment experiments. As
discussed extensively in previous chapters, there exists a powerful connection between

environmental stimuli and consumer behavior. The proposed studies are designed to
address the connections between two separate environmental stimuli and two separate
patronage-influencing factors of consumer behavior.
The first study was a controlled-environment study linking ambient scent to a

consumer's perceptual discrimination and evaluation of a given product. The second

study, also conducted in a controlled environment, was modeled to reveal the influence of
auditory cues (music) upon the consumer's decision-making process; that is, how music
can affect a consumer's choice between products. Both experiments were conducted
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simultaneously from 1PM to 6PM, one day only, in group-study rooms on the third floor
of the Colorado College library. The rest of the chapter is dedicated to discussing and
explaining in further detail the methodology behind each of the two conducted studies in
further detail.

Study #1: Impact of Ambient Scent Upon Consumer Perceptional Discrimination
The first environmental experiment was designed to identify the various effects

that ambient scent in a given environment may have upon consumer perceptions of
product cost, value, and their willingness to pay. A selection of thirty-six volunteering
students constituted the participant sample for this study. Participants were randomly
presented with two environmental situations, both involving an identical gender specific
retail product to be examined and evaluated by the corresponding sex participants.

For the purpose of the study, blue jeans were used as the experimental retail
product to be evaluated by participants. Jeans can be found at nearly any price point

these days, making them perfect for this study, as cost perceptions would be broad in
scale, allowing for better data collection. The brands of jeans used for the study were
relatively unpopular in an attempt to eliminate as much potential bias as possible from the
participants. In addition, to rid out further potential bias, the jeans used for the study
were free of flashy marks, brand names, and signature pocket patterns.

For the female participants, a pair of high quality "Current/Elliot" jeans was used.
In a retail store, these jeans sell for $229. For the male participants, a pair of high quality
"Island Soft" jeans was used. In a retail store, these jeans sell for around $100. While
the prices between the two sample products differ greatly, I am solely comparing the
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results from each study in an effort to find that the environment with added stimuli
elicited responses that reflected higher perceived costs and quality amongst the

participants. In other words, whether or not the participants come close to guessing the
real-life retail costs is irrelevant since the study only relies on comparing the responses
between the control and treatment groups.

Designing an appropriate environment was the most important aspect of this
experiment. The control environment was devoid of added environmental stimuli, while
the variable environment included a subtle calming lavender aroma. Both environments
were completely identical with two exceptions. (1) In the control environment, there was
a round table on which the product was displayed. In the scented environment, the table
was rectangular. Additionally, (2) the control environment contained a wall of empty

bookshelves. In the scented environment, one wall contained a blank whiteboard. Both
rooms were of identical dimensions, lighting characteristics, and colors. In a pre-test, ten

randomly selected volunteers were asked to judge the intensity of the scent in the variable
environment. The volunteers were unable to pick up the scent even after they were told
what to smell for. As such, I increased the scent intensity to a satisfactory level.
Before entering respective environments, each participant was given oral
instructions, which encouraged participants to enter the consumer mindset. Participants

were told to treat the encounter with the jeans as they normally would in a retail
environment: feel, hold, examine, etc. After receiving instructions, each participant was

allotted thirty seconds to fully interact with the product (i.e. touch, visually inspect, etc).
Following this time allotment, subjects were asked to respond to a series of brief
questions about their experience with the products. Questions were aimed at determining
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out if and how ambient scent affected the participants' evaluations and perceptions of the
jeans, and additionally sought an understanding of how many of the participants engaged
in brand loyalty.

For the purpose of this study, there were three separate null hypotheses designed

to understand the legitimate effects of the ambient scent. (1) Participants' perceptions of
the product's cost from the control group should be equal to those in the scented
(treatment) group. (2) Participants from both groups should have an equal value

associated with their willingness to pay for the product. (3) Participants' perceptions of
the product's quality from the control group should be equal to those of the scented
(treatment) group. Consequently, there also existed three alternate hypotheses, all of
which state that the values exhibited from the control group would be less than the values
exhibited from the scented (treatment) group. Readers are advised to consult Figure 4.1,
an example of the Study 1 questionnaire, on the following page to see the actual questions
used in the study.
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FIGURE 4.1

THE STUDY 1 QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

Please check your corresponding sex and age group.

Male

2.

Female

18-23

24-30

31-40.

41-50.

51 +

In dollars, how much would you expect this product to cost? Write any value that comes to
mind.

3. In dollars, how much would you be willing to pay for this product in a typical retail setting?
Write any value that comes to mind.

4.

How would you rate the product's quality? Please clearly place a checkmark in an
appropriate response box on the scale below.

£

1J2J3J4J5

I
5.

Have sensory stimuli (ie. Sound, smell, visuals, touch, and taste) in retail environments
affected your shopping decisions in the past? Check the corresponding response area.

: a
■a

1

2

4

>

6. Are you loyal to any brand within the product's category? That is; do you consistently
choose to buy a certain brand of this product type over another?
Yes

No

If you agree, which brand?

7.

Are you loyal to any brand in general? That is; do you consistently choose to buy a certain
brand of any product, good, or service over any other?
Yes

No

If you agree, which brand?

'
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Study #2: Impact of Auditory Stimuli Upon Consumer Decision-Making
The second study attempted to answer the question: can musical cues in an

environment actively affect consumers' decision-making processes? In a single
controlled, on-campus environment, a combination of thirty-six volunteering Colorado
College students (all over the age of twenty-one) participated in this auditory experiment.
The study utilized a selection of identically priced wines from two different regions of the
world: Spain and Italy. These two bottles of wine were displayed on an empty bookshelf
side by side; from Spain, a red rioja named "Orobio" and from Italy, a red barbera named
"Germano Ettore." A subtle flag belonging to the country of the wine's origin was

placed alongside each bottle of wine, so that they could be readily associated with the
corresponding region.

In an attempt to eliminate biased decisions, the two selected bottles of red wine

had similar labeling, exactly the same bottle shape, and were both enclosed by red foil
tops. Keeping the bottles' appearances similar was necessary to prevent the affective
nature of visual stimuli from interfering and influencing the choices of the participants.

Furthermore, due to the unavailability of similar wines of the same production year, the
displayed years on both of the bottles were covered in an attempt to prevent participants
from simply choosing the oldest wine.

Additionally, there existed rotational music genres (Italian and Spanish) playing
from a nearby, hidden audio source at a low level of volume (heard only from a close
proximity). The music styles were representative of their own genre. In a pre-test, ten

randomly selected volunteers were asked to sample the music used for the study and were
asked if they could tell from where the music came. Ten out often of the pre-test
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participants identified the Italian music and the Spanish music and were able to associate
them with the correct corresponding region. The results of the pre-test finalized the

decision to include the sample tracks for the actual study, understanding that the music
could be associated with the region from which it came. In the actual study, the two
musical genres were frequently alternated, allowing an equal portion of participants

(eighteen) to be exposed to both styles of music, providing a better understanding of their
legitimate effects.

The null hypothesis stated that music would have no affect on consumer choice,

and that there would be an equal portion of each wine selected by participants regardless
of the music condition; additionally, under the null hypothesis, participants would not
agree that the music had an influence in their individual choices. The alternate hypothesis
was designed as such: more participants would select the Spanish wine when Spanish
music was in the background, and more participants would choose the Italian wine when
Italian music was in the background. Simply, the participants' choices of wine would be

dependent and directly associated with the music condition within which each individual
was placed.

Participants were given instructions prior to entering the experiment room.

Instructions were brief and essentially dealt with having the participant enter the
consumer mindset; that is, treat the situation similarly to that of a real life shopping
decision. When prompted, participants entered the environment and spent a short amount

of time examining and eventually selecting the bottle of wine of their choice. These
times were limited to two-minute intervals, although many ended up being much shorter.
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The goal of the study was to see if the participant-selected wine, compared to the
genre of music playing at the time of perusal, provided insight as to whether or not the
music had affected their decision. A simple questionnaire was provided at the time each
participant selected a specific bottle of wine and exited the experiment room. The
questions were designed to rid out bias and separate participants by age and sex. Taken
together, the results of the study help to answer the experimental question: can ambient
music implemented in an environment affect consumer decision-making and product

choice? Figure 4.2 provides an example of the Study 2 questionnaire on the following
page.
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FIGURE 4.2
THE STUDY 2 QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

Please check your corresponding sex and age group. Mark with a check.
Male

Female

18-23

24-30

31-40

41-50

51+

2. Please name the wine you selected. Then please briefly describe why you chose the wine
that you did.

3.

Have you previously purchased, drunk, or heard of the wine you selected? If so, please
briefly describe the experience you have had with the selected wine.

4. How would you rate your general affinity towards wine from the region you have selected?
Mark the corresponding box with a check.

1 \ 2 l 3 '4*5
>

5.

Did you notice the music playing in the background? Mark with a check.
Yes

No

6. To what extent did the music make you think of the region from which your selected bottle
of wine came? Mark with a check. If answer to question 5 was "no," leave blank.

03

1 J2
7.

|

4 J 5

Did the music playing influence your choice of wine today? Mark with a check.
Yes

No
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Conclusion

Together, these two experiments provided insight into the power and affective

nature of two centrifugal sensory branding techniques. Of course, having been conducted
in a controlled, non-retail environment, it is difficult to say whether or not the same
strategies and experimental methodology would elicit the same results in a real business
or service environment. As such, the limitations and statistical implications of both
studies will be discussed in further detail in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 5

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Interestingly, the data collected from both studies revealed findings that were

congruent with the literature and theory of sensory branding. Both studies have shown
that the presence of environmental sensory stimuli did affect the behavior and decisionmaking processes of the participants in both studies. While both of the studies were

conducted in a controlled, non-business environment, the corresponding findings are still
full of managerial implications for business and service environments as well. This
chapter provides readers with an understanding of the collected data from both studies.
Additionally, the data collected illuminates the extent of the effects that each sensory
stimulus had upon the corresponding participants in both studies.

Study #1

The data from Study 1 revealed that ambient scent did indeed have an effect on
participants' perceptions of the blue jeans. First, before consulting the data, the thirty-six
participants, twenty-one males and fifteen females, were separated by sex. Next, it was
necessary to separate the control groups from the scented groups. It is important to
acknowledge that each of the groups did not have an exactly even number of participants
for each condition. The male control group included one extra participant than the male
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scented group. Further, the female control group contained one less participant than the
female scented group.

While separating the thirty-six participants into the four aforementioned groups
was very necessary, it resulted in the need to analyze the data in a specific manner.

Because each group did not have a large enough sample to assume that the responses of
the samples were normally distributed and because there did not exist an even number of
participants in each of the four groups, the method for analyzing the data needed to be
nonparametric. The non-Gaussian control and treatment groups needed to be compared
to each other in a way that still would produce statistically significant results. A
Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to successfully execute the necessary comparisons
between the control and treatment groups of each sex.

It was clear that the averaged price perceptions and quality evaluations of those
within the scented group were significantly higher than those of the control group. This

section discusses the significance of the findings in Study 1 and reviews the questionnaire
responses from each of the four groups. To better understand the findings, readers should
consult Table 5.1 on the following page, before continuing through this section dedicated
to the Study 1 findings.
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Study #1 Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test Results

The Wilcoxon rank sum test calculates an estimated median associated with a
given sample. Thus the comparison of the Wilcoxon estimated medians of each group
provides a comprehensive statistical understanding of the effects that the ambient scent
had upon the participants. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was applied to the participants'
responses to questions two through four, while questions five through seven were

analyzed qualitatively. For the purpose of allowing the reader to understand the
significance of the Wilcoxon findings, it is necessary to revisit the proposed hypotheses
mentioned in the previous chapter.

The null hypothesis states that all values, from questions two through four,

exhibited from the scented (treatment) groups should be equal to those exhibited by the
control groups. The alternate hypothesis takes into account that research suggests that the
ambient scent should positively affect the values exhibited by the participants, as such the
alternate hypothesis states that the values exhibited from the control group would be less
than the values exhibited from the scented (treatment) group.

Using Wilcoxon formation, we can assign the following notations to the
corresponding groups from the study:
XM = Male Control; XF = Female Control
Further,

YF = Male Scented (Treatment); YF = Female Scented (Treatment)

Let |Xxm and |X.\f denote the true median values for the male and female control groups
respectively. Moreover, let \1\m and \i\? denote the true median values for the male and
female scented (treatment) groups respectively. Now, we can define 9 as such:
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For the male group,
0M = \l\M - H-XM
And for the female group,

Using Wilcoxon hypothesis formation, we can thus represent the Study 1 hypotheses as
such:

H0M : 9M = 0 for the male group; H0F : 6F - 0 for the female group
Vs.

HAM : 0M > 0 for the male group; HAF: 6F > 0 for the female group

Finally, let a ■> 0.05 for each Wilcoxon rank sum test. Now that the notation and
hypotheses are defined, the Wilcoxon results can now be discussed, commencing with the
question two data.

Question two from the Study 1 questionnaire asked participants: "In dollars, how
much would you expect this product (blue jeans) to cost? Write any value that comes to

mind." When a Wilcoxon rank sum test was applied to the male participant data, the
results were significant. The test assigned the male control group with an estimated true
median value of $60.00. However, the test concluded that the scented (treatment) group

of males exhibited a true estimated median value of $90.00, significantly higher than the
control. As such the results of the test reject the null hypothesis with a confidence level
of95.1%,thatis:
9M = $30.00 > 0

In the case of the female participants, the Wilcoxon test found that the true estimated
median for the female control group was $120.00. However when the test assigned a true
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estimated median for the scented (treatment) group of female participants, it concluded
that the true estimated median was higher: $130. Again, the findings reject the null
hypothesis with a 94.45% level of confidence, that is:
8F = $10.00 >0

Together, the Wilcoxon results collected from the question two responses indicated that
the ambient scent strongly affected the amount that participants assumed the genderspecific products cost. The males perceived the cost of the jeans to be thirty dollars more
expensive in the scented environment, and the females perceived the jeans to be ten

dollars more expensive in the ambient scent condition. These findings are congruent with
the literature and support the environmental psychology theories regarding environmental
stimuli. Next, the same rank sum test was applied to the question three responses.
Question three asked participants: "In dollars, how much would you be willing to

pay for this product (blue jeans) in a typical retail setting? Write any value that comes to
mind." The Wilcoxon findings were only half as significant. The test confirmed that the
true estimated median for the male control group was $50.00. When the test was applied

to the scented (treatment) group, it found a true estimated median value of $62.50. The
results of the male group comparison were significant and reject the null hypothesis with
a 95.1% level of confidence, that is:
9M = $12.50 >0

Unfortunately, the Wilcoxon test did not find any significance in the comparison of the
female groups that responded to this question. The test found that the control group of
females exhibited a true estimated median value of $92.50, while the scented (treatment)
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group exhibited a value of only $90.00. The results were insignificant at a 94.45%
confidence level, and as such the null hypothesis could not be rejected:
6F = -$2.50<0

Taken together, the compilation of the results of question three are only semi-

significant, with the significant findings belonging to the male participants in this study.
The results indicate a contradiction between established olfactory research and this study.
Due to physiological reasons, females are normally much more able to notice and
interpret scents, however these results indicate that the male participants responded much
more to the lavender scent than did the female participants. With respect to this study, it
appears as though ambient scent had a measurable effect only upon the male participants'

willingness to pay. Unfortunately, the results were unable to conclude that the scent had
a similar effect upon the female participants' willingness to pay.

The last Wilcoxon rank sum test was run on the responses of question number
four. Question four asked the participants: "How would you rate the product's quality?
Please clearly place a checkmark in an appropriate response box on the scale below."

Understanding that the participant responses were in a Liker scale range from one to five,
the results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test are as follows: in the case of the male control
group participants, the results were significant. The test revealed a true estimated median
value of 3.50. On the other hand, the scented (treatment) group was assigned a higher
value of 4.00. These findings reject the null hypothesis with a 95.1% confidence level,
that is:
9M = 0.50>0
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For the female group, again, the results were insignificant. Both female groups shared
the assigned true estimated median value of 4.50. As such, the null hypothesis could not
be rejected with a 94.45% confidence level:
0F - 4.50 - 4.50

There is a possible explanation for why the female groups did not exhibit
significant results for this question. First, the inherently high actual quality of the
"Current/Elliott" jeans that the female participants evaluated may explain why there was
not as much fluctuation between individual responses. Additionally, the accurate

qualitative evaluation of the female participants can be attributed to their higher level of
familiarity with blue jean products in general. Understanding that women are often
stereotypically considered more knowledgeable about fashion than men, the results of

question six help to explain why the female participants were able to rate the quality of
the jeans so high (in question four) and so accurately, establishing no difference between
the values of the scented (treatment) group responses and the control group responses.
While twelve of the fifteen female participants admitted to having a brand
preference for jeans, only ten of the twenty-one male respondents admitted the same. It
is possible that the males' lack of familiarity with the product type may have been a
factor contributing to the disparities in their responses about the quality of the product,
allowing the responses to be more readily manipulated by the presence of the ambient
scent. These simple facts constitute a sufficient explanation for the insignificant findings
regarding the question four female participant results.
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Study #1 Qualitative Analysis of Questions 5 and 7

Question five asked participants whether or not they agreed that sensory stimuli
have affected their shopping decisions in the past. The question was formulated as a

Liker scale, with values from one to five: one being strongly disagree, and five being
strongly agree. The responses to this question were averaged and revealed a significant
finding. The twenty-one male participants (both of the control and treatment groups)
exhibited an average response of 4.38. The responses of the fifteen female participants

(both of the control and treatment groups) resulted in a mean value of 4.46. These results
provide insight into the efficacy of sensory branding; as most of the participants'

responses admitted that sensory stimuli have had a strong influential bearing upon their
past decision-making processes.

Lastly, question seven, analyzed qualitatively, asked if respondents actively

engaged in brand loyalty; that is, did participants admit to routinely choosing to purchase
one brand over another? This question was not limited to the blue jeans industry, but to
all industries in which any given participant felt he/she were loyal to a particular brand.
Amazingly, thirty-two of the thirty-six participants admitted that they were loyal to a
certain brand. Of these four non-brand loyalists, three were male and only one was

female. This extremely high concentration of brand loyalists reveals an interesting fact
about the participating respondents: college students are extremely loyal consumers.

In summation, the results of the first study revealed much about the potential
influence that ambient scents can have upon consumer perceptual discrimination. The
Wilcoxon tests applied to the data illustrated that ambient scent had the largest and most

notable effect upon the participants' perceptions of costs. The managerial implications of
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this finding are clear: in order to keep cost perceptions high, business/service
environments and brands should involve the use of ambient scent.

Study #2

Before consulting the data, readers must recall from the previous chapter both
hypotheses regarding Study 2. The null hypothesis states that music should have no

bearing on the participants' choice of wine. In other words, there should be an equal
portion of Spanish and Italian wines chosen by the thirty-six participants in both music
conditions, and no participants should communicate that the background music had an
influence on their choice of wine. The alternative hypothesis, on the other hand, states
that participants should choose wines that are reflective of the corresponding musical
condition they were positioned within, and that participants should list music as a reason
for their choice.

The results of Study 2 indicate that there were indeed more bottles of wine chosen

when the background music was associated with the region from which the chosen wine
originated. Table 5.3 depicts the manner in which each participant within each music
condition chose the foreign bottles of wine below.

TABLE 5.3

STUDY 2 RESULTS: BOTTLES CHOSEN WITHIN
EACH MUSIC CONDITION
Italian Music

Spanish Music

Italian Wine

12

5

Spanish Wine

6

13

Total:

18

18

Wine Chosen:
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A chi-square test was conducted to determine whether each participant's choice of wine
was associated with the type of background music condition present. The results of the
test were significant:

X2(DF = 1,N = 36) = 5.461, P = .019
The chi-square test revealed that the participants' choices were directly influenced by the
corresponding ambient music with a 95% confidence level imposed. The low p-value
associated with the test confirms that the music indeed affected participant choice with a
high level of certainty.

Furthermore, unlike previously conducted studies on ambient music and

consumer decision, the participants in this study were not shy about admitting whether or
not the music had an effect on their choices of wine. Sixteen out of the thirty-six

participants answered "yes" to the question that asked if music influenced their choices of
wine. As such, the statistical results of the chi-square test, and the substantial number of
subjects that named music as an influence in their decision, together reject the null

hypothesis and support the alternate hypothesis. This study clearly illustrates the
importance and affective nature of auditory cues and their power in influencing the

consumer's decision-making process, and as the data suggests, background music does
have a measurable effect upon consumer behavior.

Conclusion

Taken together, the results of both studies can be considered significant. As the
data, literature, and theories all suggest: sensory branding strategies and multisensory

environmental design are absolutely capable of greatly influencing consumer behavior.
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As the data from Study 1 reveals, ambient scent had a large impact upon participants'

perceptions of product cost. It is evident that product-scent associations play a large role
in influencing consumer psychic cost perceptions. For businesses and service providers,
this information is of great importance. Modern businesses should acknowledge the
affecting abilities of scent branding and should work hard to include ambient scents in
product and environment design.

The results of Study 2 firmly support the claims of the sensory branding literature.
The musical conditions in an environment have a measurable effect upon consumer

choice. As such, there exist many managerial implications for business and service
environments that are able to incorporate music into their multisensory marketing
strategies and business environment. Businesses that wish to influence consumer

decision may be able to assign auditory cues to individual products and product-lines of
which they prefer to sell. Sound stimulation can actively persuade the consumer to avoid
certain products and manipulate customers into choosing specific products and/or
services.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes the study of sensory branding by summarizing the
necessary sensory-based actions that a business or service firm should take in order to
boost productivity, improve relationships with consumers, and alter the decision-making
process of the customers. Additionally, this chapter provides suggestions for further

research on the subject of sensory branding. Lastly, a final conversation will provide
readers with a contribution of managerial advice, derived from the findings of this study,
and a discussion that addresses the limitations encountered during the duration of this
thesis.

All of the evidence presented by the literature, conducted studies, related theories,

and existing research on the subject of sensory branding seem to point toward a certain
truth that involves the necessary implementation of systematic branding elements in order
for a firm to establish and maintain a truly successful sensory branding strategy. These
elements can be broken down into a few categorical guidelines for successful sensory

branding: Current leverage, synergy (amongst sensory stimuli), sensory innovation,
sensory consistency, sensory authenticity, consistent progress, and positive ownership. A
summary of each of these unique elements provides readers with an understanding of
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how to properly design, maintain, and improve a well-rounded multisensory marketing
strategy.

Current Leverage

While many firms already have a certain sensory stimulus associated to their

brand or products, many do not choose to leverage those existing ties to the extent they
should. Maybe this choice is made out of fear, lack of knowledge, or even for financial
reasons. Whatever the reason, however, research suggests that leveraging existing
sensory ties will benefit the corresponding brand or product.
The objective of leveraging existing [sensory] touch points is to optimize
your branding platform. The more sensory bonding components in a

brand, the stronger the foundation. Ifyour product has limited sensory
appeal, your goal should be to focus on establishing branded stimuli,
branded enhancement, and bonding components. Should your brand
already have several nonbranded stimuli, then your goal should be to
convert these assets into branded components that become your own

brand's stimuli and enhancements that willfoster more extensive bonding
[with the consumer].

Having a strong sensory foundation appears to be the most centrifugal aspect of sensory

branding. Without a fundamental sensory foundation, a brand will have a much harder
time trying to include or implement a sensory branding strategy.

When possible, business and service environments should do all they can to make
sure any senses that their brand or products interact with are made specific to that

business in an effort to strongly bond with the consumer. Currently leveraging a specific
stimulus or group of stimuli exhibited by a certain brand is strongly related to the next
necessary step: sensory synergy.

Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 111-112.
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Synergy

Consistency theory and extensive research both suggest that consistency and

synergy amongst the sensory stimuli in a given environment can have immense and
positive implications for sensory branding efforts. It is argued that "sensory stimuli can

potentially double the effect of your brand communication"2 with consumers. In other
words, the sensory synergy effect creates a stronger bond and allegiance through the
mechanism of consistent sensory perception in a given environment.

While environments that include multiple sensory stimuli are more conducive to
imposing effects upon the consumer, they are also much more difficult to effectively

control. Furthermore, the success of sensory combination relies on the compatibility and
congruency of the sensory stimuli involved. If the multiple stimuli involved in a sensory

branding strategy are not perceived as congruent, it will have negative implications for
consumer behavior in the environment. It is estimated that "incongruent environmental
cues tend to result in lower perceived unity or less coherent ensemble effects [and]
mismatched environmental stimuli might lower customer perceptions of the entire

shopping experience."3 For these reasons, the concepts of sensory synergy are essential
for marketing strategists and environmental designers to fully grasp before making a
potentially dangerous decision involving the use of incongruent stimuli.

2 Ibid, 112.
3 Anna S. Mattila, Jochen Wirtz. 2001. Congruency of scent and music as a driver of in-store
evaluations and behavior. Journal of Retailing 11, no. 2 (0) : 274.
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Sensory Innovation

The role of sensory innovation is a key concept to understand in order to sustain

the continuing success of firms that have already extended sensory stimuli to their brand
image and/or products. Businesses that are able to revolutionize the areas in which they
implement sensory branding strategies are able to create the most powerful bonds with
their consumers, thus leading to a more successful venture. With modern advances in
technology, especially those of the Internet, innovative ways for brands to convey a
sensory experience to their customers is increasingly important.
On the same note, it is increasingly important for brick-and-mortar stores to

innovate sensory branding efforts to compete with existing e-stores who may be able to
provide the same products for a more affordable price. Finding ways and areas in which
to implement multisensory marketing strategies where competitors do not is essential for

developing a broader and more loyal customer base. Multisensory innovation should be a
way to make your brand an experience, rather than just a name associated with a certain
product or service.

Sensory Consistency

Sensory consistency applies to all firms that have applied certain sensory stimuli

to their brand image. Consistency does not insinuate that a given firm should not change
at all; in fact sensory consistency welcomes change. Quite simply, sensory consistency
only suggests that brands "stay true to [their] core values, which are expressed in [their]
colors, [their] shape, [their] logo, and [their] sound. Consistency comes back to the very
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heart of brand platform[s]."4 Additionally, successful sensory consistency includes a
continual nurturing of a brand's primary sensory touch points in an attempt to better bond
with the consumer. In other words, firms should use sensory stimulation to attract

consumers, follow up with an enhancement of the attraction, ultimately leading to the

strongest level of consumer-firm bonding. Figure 6.7, displayed below, illustrates this
process and its apparent effects upon sensory branding sustainability and consumer
loyalty.

FIGURE 6.75
PROPOSED MODEL OF SENSORY CONSISTENCY AND ITS
AFFECTS UPON SENSORY STRATEGY SUSTAINABILITY
AND CONSUMER LOYALTY
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Sensory Authenticity

Sensory authenticity refers to the importance of implementing authentic sensory-

based strategies that are "believable," so to speak, by consumers. "Things have to feel

4 Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense (New York: Free Press, 2005), 115.

5 Ibid, 104.
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credible, real, and genuine—even if it's coming from an artificial place."

There is a

four-step process that brands must engage in to accomplish reaching the sensory
authenticity level.

First, the brand has to make the sensory experience feel real. The realistic nature

of sensory stimuli helps consumers appreciate the experience and ease into feeling
comfortable with the brand. Second, the sensory-based strategy must be relevant in its
entirety to the corresponding firm. This step corresponds to the teachings of consistency
theory. Again, stimuli must fit the environment and/or brand with which they are
associated.

Third, the strategy must become ritualistic. Business rituals must be strictly
enforced and made visible to loyal consumers. For instance, Louis Vuitton is a perfect
example of how firms should use a ritualistic sensory strategy in the changing of their

stores' in-window displays. Every display change is done at exactly the same time and is
arranged identically in each of the near 300 stores worldwide. If a ceremonial
companywide ritual can be associated and combined with a strong sensory-based

marketing strategy, consumers will be naturally drawn to your brand and existing loyal
consumer will intensify their bonds. Additionally, if customers can be made a part of the
business rituals, loyalty levels will soar through the roof and new customers will be
attracted as a result as well.

Fourth, and also last: recital. Recital must is a necessary tool to increase dialog
amongst its loyal consumers. Keeping the consumers' sensory palette overwhelmed is a
good thing and it promotes the healthy communication of brand experiences and

preferences. Multisensory-marketed brands should do whatever they can to maintain
6 Ibid, 115.
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consumers' perceptions of your authenticity level as high as possible. If a brand feels
real, chances are that its customers will communicate that fact to others as well.

Positive Ownership

Positive ownership is a seemingly obvious guideline, but is nonetheless an

important one. Simply put, business owners and marketing strategists should take

forceful ownership of their brand to the fullest extent. Many of the world's most popular
brands "own" certain self-associated sensory feelings: Disney—Mickey's ears, Intel
Inside—Intel jingle, Tiffany's—Blue.

To own part of a sense... is essential for a brand to become a truly holistic
entity. Ifyou feel that your brand owns a distinct sensory touch point, you
will be in a select group. Less than 1 percent of today's top brands can

make this claim.7
Those brands that are successful enough to make it into the aforementioned top 1% club
do all they can to make consumers aware of it. As such, if you find that your brand may
have a firm sensory touch point, do all you can to build upon it, "own" it, and exploit it
for all it's worth.

Consistent Progress

Progress is a fundamental element for any business or service provider. It is the
basis of long-term success and is also the best way to attract new customers. Successful
businesses are continually improvising with progressive ideas and ways to accomplish
tasks quicker and more efficiently. However consistent progress is a bit more
complicated.

7 Ibid, 119.
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Consistent progress constitutes a need for innovation in product-design and

change in the ways that business and marketing strategies are executed. However, the
association of the brand and centrifugal sensory touch points must remain clear and

consistent for as long as possible. Brands that are able to exist for long periods of time
while still maintaining their original sensory touch point will benefit from the highest
levels of sensory loyalty.

Suggestions for Further Research

While there already exists extensive research on the subject of multisensory

marketing, much of the existing findings have not successfully measured the interrelated
and combined effects of multiple environmental stimuli. For managerial and business
strategy purposes, an understanding of the psychological composition of consumers is
essential. However, it is very difficult for those of us not schooled in psychology to truly
understand how to approach such a psychologically rich subject.
While measuring the effects that one sensory variable has upon consumer

behavior may be simplistic in nature, comprehending the manner in which multiple

stimuli blend together to ultimately impact the customer is much more complex. This is
why a joint study between environmental psychologists, economists, and branding

specialists would be beneficial to more accurately design a sound methodological
approach to a multisensory marketing analysis. The combined multidimensional
knowledge would be a wonderful way to extend the study of sensory branding to new

levels. For example, studies on how one environmental stimulus affects another, and in
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turn, how the both of them affect the decision-making process, would be key to
understanding how to innovate multisensory marketing in the future.

On a separate note, researchers should look into conceptual technological
innovations and extend their knowledge of sensory branding to accommodate future
product lines. For example, recent advancements in 3D media and e-store design are so
heavily weighted in visual and auditory stimuli, but researchers and innovators alike
should be working hard to figure out how to add an olfactory element to the visually
striking experiences. If product innovation is successfully coupled with sensory

branding, future brands and even existing brands could reap monumental benefits from
thinking ahead.

Additionally, there is a need for sensory branding research specific to certain
industries, as multisensory marketing strategies differ greatly between industries. The

same sensory branding strategy that an electronics company utilizes may not have the
same effect if incorporated by a food and beverage firm. As such industry-specific

sensory branding literature and research would provide marketing strategists with a more
accurate knowledge of how to implement a successful multisensory marketing strategy
for the corresponding industry.

Final Thoughts

In summation, firms that are able to associate scents with brand image and
product-lines will maintain customers' perceptions of cost high, thus leading to targeted
consumers willing to pay more for a product or service that is associated with the

corresponding olfactory condition. The results of Study 1 confirm that ambient scents
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within an environment that are associated with a product have a measurable effect upon

psychic costs and product evaluation. Furthermore, musical cues were proven by Study 2
to have a direct effect upon consumer decision-making. As the results have shown:

depending on what musical condition consumers may be placed within, the condition has
the ability to directly affect consumers' product choices. Together, these studies support
the claims of existing sensory branding literature and theories.

The findings of this study provided insight into the subject of sensory branding,
however there were many limitations encountered during the process of data collection.
First, the primary data collection was compiled in a controlled, non-retail or business

environment. While this has been the case for many previously conducted environmental
psychology studies, it is uncertain whether or not these results would be reflective of
those gathered from a real-life business environment. Although there is no doubt in the
ability of sensory stimuli to affect consumer behavior, there is a bit of uncertainty
regarding the changing extent of this influence between control and real-life
environments. Second, the collected data was not truly representative of the average
consumer population.

Additionally, there are two reasons why the thirty-six participants may not have
produced an accurate resemblance of the real-life average consumer. First, all of the
participants were of the same age group (21-23). Second, the low number of participants
who graciously volunteered indicates that the population could not possibly be
statistically representative of the average consumer, nor could the sample represent a
normally distributed Gaussian population.
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While the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test analysis still provided
statistically significant results, a higher number of participants would have helped to
increase the significance of the findings. A better experimental sample would have
included participants from multiple age groups, differing geographical locations, various

socio-economic classes, and diverse cultures. Additionally, the same experiments would
need to be conducted in actual retail environments. These two conditions would ensure
the results would reflect an average consumer population, all exhibiting real-life
consumer mindsets: budgets, preferences, discrimination, and pre-existing brand
loyalties.

In closing, this thesis illuminates the essence of sensory branding and
multisensory marketing techniques. The combination of pre-existing research, literature,

and the data collected from the studies from this thesis suggests that the physiological

makeup of human beings allows sensory stimuli to greatly affect behavioral responses of
consumers. The ever-increasing realm of corporate competition mandates that firms

utilize marketing techniques to effectively separate themselves from competitors by
evoking significant consumer-firm relationships through powerful multisensory
marketing strategies.

In a world where technological progress and new product innovation occurs

almost instantaneously, firms must not only implement sensory stimuli into their
branding platform, but must continue to adopt and invent new ways in which sensory

stimuli can be extended to business and service environments, product lines, and brand
image. The implementation of effective sensory-based marketing strategies has a
substantial influence upon consumer patronage intentions; thus creating possibilities for
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firms to outperform competitors and reap the benefits of higher levels of brand loyalty,
brand awareness and sales. The truth of sensory branding is simple: firms that wish to
create, sustain and nurture relationships with consumers, must effectively incorporate

strong sensory-based marketing strategies to effectively impact the behaviors, perceptions
and decisions of their customers.
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